
Amber Sky Necklace 
 

 
 

Designed by Denise Yezbak Moore 
Featuring Bead Gallery® beads 

Available exclusively at 
www.halcraftcollection.com 

 



Materials:  
02     Bead Gallery® Czech amber glass lentil 20mm (16779) 
33     Bead Gallery® Czech purple 6mm faceted fire-polished  (17640) 
25     Bead Gallery® Czech turquoise 4mm faceted fire-polished (17689) 
11     Bead Gallery® Czech amber AB 4mm faceted fire-polished (17688) 
01     Bead Gallery® antique copper flower charm (14838) 
01     Bead Gallery® small cream tassel (14662) 
105” antique brass 24g wire 
02     antique brass head pins 
 
Tools: 
Wire nippers 
Round nose pliers 
2 – Chain nose pliers 
 
Time – 1 to 1 1/2 hours depending on skill level 
 
Instructions: 
 

1. Pendant - Cut 15” of 24g wire and form a wrapped 
loop. 

2. String 2 amber lentils and form a partial wrapped 
loop. 

3. Bring wire up, wrap around between amber lentils, 
bring wire up, and wrap around top wrapped loop. 

4. Attach top loop of flower charm and complete 
wrapped loop. 

5. Cut 2” of 24g wire and form a partial wrapped loop. 
6. Connect loop to bottom of flower charm and 

complete wrapped loop. 
7. String purple bead and form a partial wrapped loop. 
8. Connect tassel and complete wrapped loop.  
9. Using 2” head pin, string turquoise bead and form a 

simple loop. Attach loop to left side of flower charm. 
10. Repeat step 9 on right side of flower charm. 
11. Necklace Chain – we will connect the loops as we 

go. 
12. Using 2” of 24g wire, form a wrapped loop, string 

beads in the following order and complete wrapped 
loop – purple, *turquoise-amber-turquoise, purple, 
purple, purple* repeat 9 times, and turquoise-amber-
turquoise. 



13. Using 2” of 24g wire, form a partial wrapped loop; 
connect both ends of chain and complete wrapped 
loop. 

14. String turquoise and form a partial wrapped loop; 
connect pendant and complete wrapped loop. 


